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Description

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-44-809

Blue
Eagle

2009-04-06
22:01:45

Bottle Home 1.0 No Harem. Basicly the
Bottle home minus the harem girls.
Adds the ultimate Mobile home to
morrowind. There is a bottle sitting in
the corner of the pawn shop in Suran.
Activate it to bring up a dialong box
with two choices: Enter home te...

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-44-12735

Blue
Eagle

2008-05-23
00:00:00

Adds an airborne mudball house
southeast of Gnaar Mok. Requires and
includes the Pundaab Playset v1
tileset. The Pundaab Playset is also
available by itself on this site.

Cawumaloe
Manor and
Pundaab
Playset 1.0

Houses

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-44-7249

Blue
Eagle

2012-08-14
17:23:51

Adds an airborne pundaab house above
the water southeast of Gnaar Mok.
Follow the road west-southwest out of
Caldera and look up when you come to
the water. Also, I would recommend
reading the note on the front door
before entering. You may want to bring
a silver weapon. ...

Theifs Den 1.1
Blue Eagle

Houses

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-44-2122

Blue
Eagle

2009-04-06
23:53:29

An underground Balmora hideout For
thieving types.

2005-04-02
00:00:00

A set of glass weapons to fill in the
gaps in Bethesda's original glass
weapons lineup. Includes: Katana
Ninja-to Ninja-to, Short Mace Short
Sword Spear Tanto Warhammer (Blunt
Grip) Warhammer (Pick Grip) It doesnt
add them to the game, just to ...

2009-05-12
12:01:51

A mysterious knife made from highest
quality brushed ebony, with a rayskin
grip, a blade made for both
penetrating weak places in armor and
cutting throats, and possessing the
interesting feature of a thumb rest
built into the hilt. These amazingly
well-crafted knives have been
showing...

2008-03-08
00:00:00

Pundaabs are airborne mud homes
built by hanging dried and hollowed
out mud spheres from a ball of netting
containing koda flowers, which have
properties that can cause levitation.
Pundaabs are said to have originated
in the Bitter Coast region.

Blue Eagle's
Glass
Expansion

Blue Eagles
Viper Knife 1

Pundaab
Playset v1

Models and
textures

Weapons

Resources

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-56-7607

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-98-5382

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-55-12587
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Blue
Eagle

